Some of the old leaders were going around talking about sex as though they'd come straight from me, like they were expressing my will. Can you imagine? "Go slow Family, we'll let you know when it's time to start FFing. We'll let you know when it's time. Go slow on the sexual freedom." --That was the general policy, go slow, and when any specific case came up they'd just prohibit it, period!

I can't understand why the kids believed them. They read the Letters as plain as day, but then they believe these leaders that come around and act like they just came from me. (Maria: The leaders came around after the Letters came out and they interpreted it as though they've gotten something else on it.)

They give the impression "Well, Dad's a sensationalist. He writes sensational stuff because it sells and makes exciting reading, but he doesn't really mean for you to go to such extremes." --Interpreting, they explain it all away.

Dad makes it plain we've got to FF, but it's only for top leaders, I suppose!
Some of the kids had to leave the Family to have sex! Quite a few of them have written us that they didn’t really want to leave but nobody would let them have sex, so they had to go outside the Family to get it.

Stay here with me again tonight & tell me more about Jesus?

I’d love to!

I didn’t realise leaders were so restrictive. Lord help us! They’d write and ask permission to make love and they kept them waiting sometimes a year or year-and-a-half for an answer. Can you imagine?

HOW LONG, O LORD? HOW LONG?

Some kids just went ahead daringly by faith, despite all the prohibitions they’d had. They saw I really meant business in the FF Letters so they went ahead anyhow in fear & trembling that they were going to get trounced, which they did, as soon as the leaders came to see them.

Well, I just did like it says in the Letters...!

WHY did you do it?
The thing that makes me furious is these leaders were privately clandestinely secretly practising the most absolute freedom amongst themselves. — Taking new wives, jumping on the men & the girls everywhere. The leaders weren't guilty for what they were doing sexually, but for them to cover up & try to keep anybody from knowing it is the most sickening, sickening thing!

Hi! I'm sorry to bother you so late, but here is my fitness report for my last faith trip!

Sorry! I didn't mean to bother you with it!

It's OK! Thanks! Good night!

Good night! Sleep tight!

Because they were prohibiting everybody else, they had to hide it. The whole thing is sanctimonious self-righteous hypocrisy! Trying to pretend they are holier than the rest of the kids when they are more unholy than the rest of them put together! I believe in freedom & I practice it too! I don't mind letting the world know about it. Why be a hypocrite about it? That's just like the Church people & the Scribes & Pharisees, the double-moral-standard morality!

Well, we're going to blow the lid off that situation...

I know exactly what they were doing! Why did she have to hide it? Why don't they let us do it too? I wonder!

AMEN! Let's free our people from those leaders!!! (Did in the RNR?)